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                                                                                                                        Abstract

                                                            Haploinsufficiency for transcription factor KLF1 causes a variety of human erythroid phenotypes, such as the In(Lu) blood type, increased HbA2 levels, and hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin. Severe dominant congenital dyserythropoietic anemia IV (OMIM 613673) is associated with the KLF1 p.E325K variant. CDA-IV patients display ineffective erythropoiesis and hemolysis resulting in anemia, accompanied by persistent high levels of embryonic and fetal hemoglobin. The mouse Nan strain carries a variant in the orthologous residue, KLF1 p.E339D. Klf1Nan causes dominant hemolytic anemia with many similarities to CDA-IV. Here we investigated the impact of Klf1Nan on the developmental expression patterns of the endogenous beta-like and alpha-like globins, and the human beta-like globins carried on a HBB locus transgene. We observe that the switch from primitive, yolk sac-derived, erythropoiesis to definitive, fetal liver-derived, erythropoiesis is delayed in Klf1wt/Nan embryos. This is reflected in globin expression patterns measured between E12.5 and E14.5. Cultured Klf1wt/Nan E12.5 fetal liver cells display growth- and differentiation defects. These defects likely contribute to the delayed appearance of definitive erythrocytes in the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos. After E14.5, expression of the embryonic/fetal globin genes is silenced rapidly. In adult Klf1wt/Nan animals, silencing of the embryonic/fetal globin genes is impeded, but only minute amounts are expressed. Thus, in contrast to human KLF1 p.E325K, mouse KLF1 p.E339D does not lead to persistent high levels of embryonic/fetal globins. Our results support the notion that KLF1 affects gene expression in a variant-specific manner, highlighting the necessity to characterize KLF1 variant-specific phenotypes of patients in detail.

                                                            
                                                            Introduction
KLF1 is an erythroid-specific transcription factor with diverse and essential roles during terminal erythroid differentiation.1 Cloned from mouse erythroleukemia cells it was initially called erythroid Krüppel-like factor (EKLF) in honor of its erythroid- specific expression and DNA-binding domain.2 This domain is composed of three Cys2-His2 zinc fingers similar to those found in the Drosophila Krüppel transcription factor. KLF1 is the founding member of the KLF branch of the 27-strong SP/KLF family.3 Despite the fact that other SP/KLF factors such as SP1, SP3, KLF2, KLF3 and KLF8 are abundantly expressed in erythroid cells,4,5 gene inactivation in mice demonstrated that KLF1 is essential for definitive erythropoiesis.6,7 Specifically, activation of β-globin expression was strongly impaired leading to a severe β-thalassemia phenotype. Restoring globin chain imbalance with a human γ-globin transgene failed to rescue the embryonic lethality of KLF1 deficiency,8 indicating that other KLF1 target genes contribute to the erythroid defects. This was confirmed by genome-wide expression analyses which established that KLF1 is involved in virtually every aspect of terminal erythroid differentiation.9-12 In humans, the first KLF1 variants reported were identified as the molecular basis of the rare blood type In(Lu).13 In all cases one normal KLF1 allele was present showing that, similar to Klf1wt/ko mice,6,7 this is sufficient to sustain erythropoiesis. These observations were extended by the discovery that KLF1 haploinsufficiency caused hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin (HPFH) in a Maltese pedigree.14 To date, over 140 different KLF1 variants have been reported, and these have been linked to a broad range of hitherto unrelated human red cell disorders.1 In Sardinia, Thailand and southern China the frequency of KLF1 variants reaches endemic proportions, e.g., 1.25% in southern China.15 In these populations, cases with compound heterozygosity for KLF1 variants occur.16-18 In such cases, one allele invariably carries a missense variant which retains partial activity. KLF1 compound heterozygotes display more pronounced phenotypes, including HbF levels of >20%,16-18 persistence of embryonic globins,18 microcytic hypochromic anemia,16,18 and pyruvate kinase deficiency. 18 One case of a KLF1 null neonate was reported.19 This infant displayed severe non-spherocytic hemolytic anemia with elevated HbF levels (>70%). Thus, the vast majority of KLF1 variants displays classical autosomal recessive inheritance, and KLF1 haploinsufficiency is associated with mild erythroid phenotypes. The exception is a KLF1 variant in which an ultra-conserved residue in the second zinc finger is affected. This KLF1 p.E325K variant causes congenital dyserythropoietic anemia type IV (CDA-IV; OMIM 613673).20-22 CDA-IV patients suffer from severe hemolytic anemia, splenomegaly, elevated HbF, iron overload, and dyserythropoiesis. Notably, the mouse neonatal anemia (Nan) phenotype is caused by a variant of the orthologous residue in mouse KLF1 p.E339D.23,24 Klf1Nan displays semidominant inheritance. Klf1wt/Nan animals suffer from hemolytic anemia while Klf1Nan/Nan embryos die around embryonic day 10.5 (E10.5) due to failure of pri-mitive erythropoiesis.23,24 This phenotype is more severe than that of Klf1ko/ko embryos which die around E14.5 due to failure of definitive erythropoiesis.6,7 During definitive erythropoiesis KLF1Nan is thought to exert a dominant-ne-gative effect on the function of wild-type KLF1.23,24 In primitive erythropoiesis, KLF1 and KLF2 have compensatory roles25 and the early lethality of Klf1Nan/Nan embryos could therefore be due to interference of KLF1Nan with normal KLF2 function. In addition, KLF1Nan leads to aberrant gene expression which exerts negative effects on erythropoiesis.26,27
In human HBB locus transgenic mice, the fetal HBG1/2 genes are expressed highly in primitive erythrocytes and early definitive erythrocytes. Switching to expression of the adult HBB gene occurs in the fetal liver between E12.5 and E14.5.28 Given the profound deregulation of embryonic and fetal globin genes in CDA-IV patients, we investigated expression of the α-like and β-like globins in Klf1wt/Nan mice carrying a single-copy human HBB locus transgene29 at embryonic, fetal and adult stages of development.
Methods
Animals
All animal studies were approved by the Erasmus MC Animal Ethics Committee. Mouse strains used were Klf1wt/Nan (C3H101H-Klf1Nan/H30) crossed with PAC8.1 mice carrying a single- copy human HBB locus transgene (Tg(HBB)8.1Gvs29). For details see the Online Supplementary Materials and Methods.
Culture of mouse erythroid progenitors
E12.5 fetal livers were disrupted and single-cell suspensions were cultured as described.31 For details see the Online Supplementary Materials and Methods.
RNA isolation and RT-qPCR analyses
RNA was extracted using TRI reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). For details see the Online Supplementary Materials and Methods.
Flow cytometry analysis
Single-cell suspensions were washed twice with PBS and resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS containing 1% [w/v] bovine serum albumin, 2 mM EDTA). Approximately 106 cells were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature with the appropriate antibodies. Data were acquired on a Fortessa instrument (BD Biosciences), and analyzed with FlowJo software v10 (Tree Star). For details see the Online Supplementary Materials and Methods.
Cell morphology
Cell morphology was analyzed using cytospins stained with May Grünwald-Giemsa (Medion Diagnostics) and O-dianisidine (Sigma-Aldrich).32 Pictures were taken with a BX40 microscope (40x objective, NA 0.65) equipped with a DP50 CCD camera and Viewfinder Lite 1.0 acquisition software (all Olympus).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of gene expression data was performed by using Mann-Whitney tests (GraphPad Prism). Excel 2010 was used to draw the graphs. Standard deviations and P-values <0.05 are displayed in the relevant figures (*).
Results
Expression patterns of the globin genes in Klf1wt/Nan mice
In order to assess the impact of KLF1Nan on developmental regulation of globin gene expression, the Klf1wt/Nan strain30 was crossed with PAC8.1 mice carrying a singlecopy human HBB locus transgene.29 RT-qPCR analysis was performed to determine α-like and β-like globin expression in Klf1wt/wt::HBB (control) and Klf1wt/Nan::HBB (Klf1wt/Nan) embryos at E11.5, E12.5, E13.5, E14.5 and E16.5. Primer pairs were designed to amplify the mouse and human embryonic, fetal and adult globin mRNA specifically, aiming to minimize inter-globin and inter-species crossreactivity. Of note, the human HBG1 and HBG2 genes, encoding Aγ- and Gγ-globin respectively, arose by a recent duplication event and expression of these genes is assessed by a single primer pair. The same is true for the mouse Hba-a1/Hba-a2 genes, encoding α1- and α2-globin respectively, and Hbb-b1/Hbb-b2 genes, encoding majorand minor-globin respectively (see the Online Supplementary Information). Thus, we measured expression of mouse α-like globins (z and α1/2), mouse β-like globins (ey, βh1 and β major/minor) and human β-like globins (e, Aγ/Gγ, and β). For reasons of clarity we will refer to mouse α-like globins as mz and mα, mouse β-like globins as mey, mβh1 and mβ, and human β-like globins as he, hγ, and hβ in the remainder of this paper.
Globin gene expression patterns during development
The first erythroid cells are derived extra-embryonically from the blood islands in the yolk sac. They enter the circulation in the embryo properly after E8.5 as large nucleated cells referred to as primitive erythrocytes.33 Expression of embryonic globins is a distinctive hallmark of primitive erythrocytes. The first intra-embryonically derived erythrocytes appear in the circulation around E12.5. These enucleated cells are generated in the fetal liver and referred to as definitive erythrocytes. They are characterized by predominant expression of adult globins; unlike the human HBB locus the mouse Hbb locus does not harbor fetal β-like globin genes. Nevertheless, mice carrying human HBB locus transgenes have been extensively used to study fetal-to-adult hemoglobin switching.34
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Figure 1.Developmental expression patterns of mouse β-like globins in control and Klf1wt/Nanembryos. Expression of mey, mβh1 and mβ was determined by reverse transcriptase quantitatice PCR. Data are displayed as fraction of total mβ-like globin (mey+mβh1+mβ) expression. Embryonic day (E) and number of embryos (N) are indicated. *P<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations.
In order to analyze the developmental dynamics of globin expression in Klf1wt/Nan embryos, we determined the globin expression profiles in RNA isolated from yolk sacs and fetal livers harvested between E11.5 and E16.5. Both the yolk sac and the fetal liver contain tissue cells plus circulating blood cells. First, we assessed expression of mβ-like globins. At E11.5, both the yolk sac and the fetal liver of control mice contained mainly mee globin, reflecting the presence of primitive erythrocytes in the circulation and the fact that the fetal liver only just starts to produce definitive erythroid cells (Figure 1 A and C). In E12.5 fetal liver the production of large numbers of definitive erythroid cells was reflected in the dominant expression of mβ, while meγ still constituted >90% of mβ-like globins in the yolk sac (Figure 1 A and C). At E13.5, expression of mβ-like globins detected in yolk sac was 70% mee and 30% mβ, whereas >95% of fetal liver mβ- like globin was mβ. Finally, mainly mβ was detected in fetal liver and yolk sac from E14.5 onward (Figure 1 A and C). In comparison, Klf1wt/Nan yolk sac and fetal liver expressed a larger fraction of mβ at both E12.5 and day E13.5 (Figure 1 B and D). The increase of mβ expression over time is delayed in Klf1wt/Nan yolk sac and fetal liver (Figure 1B-D), indicating a delayed shift in the expression of primitive to definitive mβ-like globins. Next, we investigated whether this delay is specific for the Hbb locus, or whether it also occurs in the Hba locus. Yolk sacs and fetal livers from E11.5 control embryos expressed mz as the major α-like globin, with mα contributing 25-30% to total α-like globin expression (Figure 2 A and C). At E12.5 mα became the dominant α-like globin in fetal liver, mz was gradually replaced in the yolk sac by mα at E12.5 and E13.5, with the major shift to mα expression completed by E14.5 (Figure 2A), corresponding with fetal liver output in circulation. A different pattern was observed in yolk sacs and fetal livers from Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Compared to the controls, at E11.5 the contribution of mz was increased at the expense of mα (Figure 2B and D). At E12.5 and E13.5 there was no increase in mα globin expression in the yolk sac (Figure 2B), and the increase in expression of mα in fetal livers was reduced compared to control fetal livers (Figure 2B and D). Thus, Klf1wt/Nan affects the developmental expression patterns of the mouse α-like and β-like globins in a very similar manner, displaying a delayed switch to expression of the adult genes.
As CDA-IV patients display very high HbF levels,20-22 we extended the observations on the mouse globins to the human β-like globin genes thus adding analysis of the developmental expression patterns of fetal-stage globin genes. The E11.5 yolk sac and fetal liver of control embryos expressed very similar ratios of he and hγ, while expression of hβ was very low (Figure 3A). Compared to the controls, E11.5 Klf1wt/Nan yolk sac and fetal liver displayed a small but significant shift to he expression. Relatively increased he expression was also observed in Klf1wt/Nan E12.5 yolk sac and fetal liver (Figure 3B and D).
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Figure 2.Developmental expression patterns of mouse α-like globins in control and Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Expression of mz and mα was determined by reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR. Data are displayed as fraction of total mα-like globin (mz+mα) expression. Embryonic day (E) and number of embryos (N) are indicated. *P<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations.
Next to the difference in he expression at E12.5, hβ made up ~75% of total hβ-like globins in control compared to ~43% in Klf1wt/Nan fetal liver. This apparent lag in switching to hβ expression was also observed in Klf1wt/Nan E13.5 fetal liver, and in E13.5 and E14.5 Klf1wt/Nan yolk sacs (Figure 3 B and D). In control yolk sacs, expression of hβ increased rapidly to ~35% at E13.5, with hβ remaining the most abundantly expressed hβ-like globin accounting for ~50% of the total output of the HBB locus (Figure 3A). Compared to control yolk sacs, expression of hγ in Klf1wt/Nan E13.5 yolk sacs was even higher at ~60%, with hβ expression also rapidly increasing but reaching a lower level of ~25% of hβ-like globins (Figure 3B). At E14.5, the hγ:hβ ratio shifted to 4:96 in control yolk sacs, while in Klf1wt/Nan yolk sacs this ratio remained higher at 28:72 (Figure 3A and B). At E16.5, hβ expression accounted for >97% of total hβ-like globin in all yolk sacs and fetal livers, showing that hemoglobin switching had quantitatively proceeded to the adult profile in both genotypes (Figure 3). We conclude that expression of he is maintained at higher levels in E11.5-E12.5 Klf1wt/Nan embryos. This is followed by a lag in switching to hβ expression, which favors expression of hγ, in E13.5-E14.5 Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Nevertheless, at E16.5 expression of he and hγ has receded to <3% of total hβ-like globins.
Delayed appearance of definitive erythrocytes in the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos
Having established that the shift from embryonic to fetal and adult globin expression is delayed in Klf1wt/Nan embryos, we investigated whether this could be due to a delay in embryonic development. The erythroid compartment changes dynamically during mouse development,33 and any alterations in this dynamic change would be reflected in globin expression patterns. Primitive erythrocytes originate in the yolk sac and are the sole erythrocytes in the circulation until E12.5, when the first definitive erythrocytes are released from the fetal liver. As fetal liver erythropoiesis gathers momentum, the majority of cells in the circulation are definitive erythrocytes by E14.5. In contrast to primitive erythrocytes, definitive erythrocytes enucleate before they are released in the circulation. We used this characteristic to determine the contribution of primitive cells to the circulation by making cytospins of peripheral blood collected from E14.5 and E16.5 control and Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Compared to the controls, nucleated erythrocytes were more abundant in cytospins of Klf1wt/Nan blood. They were still easily detected in E16.5 cytospins of Klf1wt/Nan blood, while such cells were virtually absent in control samples (Figure 4A). In order to assess the switch from primitive to definitive erythropoiesis, E14.5 cytospins were split into early, mid and late of litter harvest (Figure 4B). Consistent with the previous results, we observed that the fraction of nucleated cells declined very rapidly at this stage of development, in the controls from ~0.34 at early E14.5 to ~0.01 at late E14.5, and in the Klf1wt/Nan samples from ~0.52 at early E14.5 to ~0.13 at late E14.5. Importantly, compared to the controls the fraction of nucleated cells remained significantly higher in the Klf1wt/Nan samples in all E14.5 litters.
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Figure 3.Developmental expression patterns of human β-like globins in control and Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Expression of he, hγ and hβ was determined by reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR. Data are displayed as fraction of total hβ-like globin (he+hγ+hβ) expression. Embryonic day (E) and number of embryos (N) are indicated. *P<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations.
Using a CASY cell counter, we determined the cell size distributions in E14.5 blood samples. In E14.5 control samples, the two peaks representing primitive (large) and definitive (small) cells are clearly separated (Figure 4C). In E14.5 Klf1wt/Nan samples, these two peaks are not clearly separated. The apparent continuum of cell sizes is in agreement with the rampant anisocytosis observed in the cytospins of E14.5 Klf1wt/Nan blood (Figure 4A). Finally, we sought to use flow cytometry as an orthogonal approach to determine the contribution of primitive erythrocytes to the circulation. In an attempt to better distinguish primitive from definitive erythrocytes, we performed flow cytometry using CD71 (transferrin receptor), Ter119, and CD9 (Tetraspanin) which is a marker for primitive erythrocytes. 35 Compared to the controls, expression of CD71 was slightly increased on Klf1wt/Nan E10.5 primitive cells (Figure 4D). This might indicate a delay in maturation, similar to what has been proposed for Klf1wt/ko reticulocytes. 36 Expression of Ter119 was virtually absent in E10.5 Klf1wt/Nan erythrocytes, while CD9 expression was strongly reduced (Figure 4D). At E14.5, CD9 was unable to distinguish primitive from definitive erythrocytes in Klf1wt/Nan blood, in contrast to E14.5 Klf1wt/Nan blood in which a distinct fraction of CD9+ primitive cells was observed (Figure 4D, arrow). Collectively, we conclude that the contribution of primitive erythrocytes to the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos cannot be determined by flow cytometry using CD71, Ter119 and CD9 as markers. Despite these technical limitations, the analysis of blood samples is consistent with the notion that, compared to control embryos, the contribution of primitive erythrocytes to the pool of circulating erythrocytes in Klf1wt/Nan embryos is extended during development.
Klf1wt/Nan erythroblasts display impaired proliferation and differentiation
The delays in hemoglobin switching and appearance of definitive erythrocytes in the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos suggest that the production of definitive cells in the fetal liver might be affected by impaired proliferation or differentiation. Since KLF1 is critically involved in regulation of the erythroid cell cycle,11,37,38 central to both these processes, we cultured primary cells derived from E12.5 fetal livers to assess the proliferative capacity of Klf1wt/Nan erythroblasts. RT-qPCR analysis at day 6 of culture showed deregulated expression of the embryonic/fetal globin genes in the Klf1wt/Nan cells compared to the controls, demonstrating that this aspect of the phenotype is maintained in the culture system (Online Supplementary Table S1). We have previously shown that Klf1ko/ko E12.5 fetal liver cells expand well when grown under selfrenewal conditions.9 In contrast, Klf1wt/Nan erythroblasts from E12.5 fetal liver expanded very poorly under these growth conditions (Figure 5A). Up to day 3-4 of culture, Klf1wt/Nan fetal liver cells expanded similar to those derived from control embryos. After day 4, expansion of the Klf1wt/Nan cultures slowed down and the percentage of smaller cells increased, suggesting spontaneous differentiation. Consistent with previously reported RT-qPCR data of Klf1wt/Nan fetal liver RNA,24 expression of cell cycle regulators E2F2, E2F4, and P18, all known KLF1 target genes,11 37,38 was downregulated in Klf1wt/Nan cells compared to the controls, while expression of P21 was unchanged (Figure 5B).
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Figure 4.Analysis of blood from control and Klf1wt/Nan embryos. (A) Cytospins of E14.5 and E16.5 blood isolated from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan embryos, stained with dianisidine and histological dyes.32 (B) Fraction of nucleated cells in blood isolated from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan littermates at early, mid and late E14.5. *P<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations. N=3 for each genotype at each developmental time point. (C) Cell size analysis of E14.5 and E16.5 blood isolated from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan embryos, obtained with a CASY cell counter. (D) Histograms of flow cytometry analysis of blood isolated at E10.5 and E14.5 from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan embryos. Arrow indicates CD9+ primitive erythrocytes in Klf1wt/wt E14.5 blood.
Next, the cells were switched to differentiation medium at day 6. During differentiation the control cells, but not the Klf1wt/Nan cells, displayed the characteristic differenti- ation divisions, i.e., the cell number increased while cell size decreased (Figure 5 C and D). Cytospins taken at day 2 of differentiation revealed many mature, enucleated and hemoglobinised cells in the control cultures (Figure 5Ea). Rare macrophages still present in the cultures were surrounded by healthy maturing erythroblasts (Figure 5Eb). Macrophage inclusions resembled nuclei, presumably resulting from phagocytosis of pyrenocytes (expelled erythroid nuclei33). In contrast, the Klf1wt/Nan cultures showed few enucleated cells and the cells displayed much larger nuclei (Figure 5Ec). Macrophages were not surrounded by enucleating erythroblasts, but appeared to engulf the entire erythroblast (Figure 5Ed). Combined these observations suggest that Klf1wt/Nan erythroblasts are impaired in both proliferation and differentiation. It is known that KLF1 blocks progression to myeloid lineages. 39 In the Klf1wt/Nan cultures we observed cells with morphological features of megakaryocytes (Figure 5Ee). Flow cytometry analysis of the cultured cells at day 9 revealed that control cultures were essentially free of non-erythroid cells, while Klf1wt/Nan cultures displayed panmyeloid markers on 20-50% of the cells (Figure 5F). Of note, the majority of these cells were positive for the erythroid marker CD71. Collectively, these data suggest that compromised lineage fidelity, reduced proliferative capacity and impaired terminal differentiation all contribute to the delay in abundance of definitive erythrocytes in the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos, thus bearing weight on the observed changes in globin expression during embryonic development.
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Figure 5.Erythroid progenitor cultures of control and Klf1wt/Nan embryonic day 12.5 fetal liver cells. (A) Growth curves of primary erythroid progenitors cultured from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan E12.5 fetal livers in StemPro medium containing SCF, dex and EPO. (B) Reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR analysis of cell cycle regulators in cultured erythroid progenitors (n=3 for each group). P-values<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations. (C-D) Differentiation was induced on day 6, transferring the cells to StemPro medium supplemented with EPO and transferrin. Cell number (C) and cell volume (D) was recorded. (E) At day 2 of differentiation cells were centrifuged on glass slides, fixed and stained with dianisidine and histological dyes.32 (F) Flow cytometry analysis of cells cultured from control (Klf1wt/wt) and Klf1wt/Nan fetal livers at day 9 of culture. Cells were stained with antibodies indicated. The percentage of cells double-positive for the erythroid marker CD71 is shown on top, �} standard deviation. (nd): not detectable, due to the virtual absence of expression of myeloid markers on the control cells.
Expression of globins in adult Klf1wt/Nan mice
The analysis of developmental expression patterns of the globins demonstrated that by E16.5 Klf1wt/Nan embryos had quantitatively switched to expression of the adult genes (Figures 1-3). However, it remains possible that the maintenance of embryonic/fetal globin silencing is perturbed in adult Klf1wt/Nan mice. Indeed, derepression of embryonic globin genes in the spleen of Klf1wt/Nan mice has been reported.24 In order to investigate this further, we isolated RNA from spleen and bone marrow derived from control and Klf1wt/Nan mice. By RT-qPCR analysis we found that mz and mβh1, but not me, expression was increased between 35-800-fold in Klf1wt/Nan samples check comparison to control samples (Figure 6). For the human β-like globins, we observed 4-9-fold increased expression of he and hγ. In quantitative terms, even in the case of the most highly expressed embryonic globin mz, this amounted to less than 0.3% of total α-like globin. We conclude that maintenance of embryonic/fetal globin silencing is perturbed in the bone marrow and spleen of adult Klf1wt/Nan mice. Since the amount of embryonic/fetal globins produced remains below 0.3% of the total amount of globins, this is a qua-litative rather than a quantitative trait.
Discussion
In humans, reduced KLF1 activity has been associated with persistent expression of fetal hemoglobin in adults.1,14 A severe phenotype of hemolytic anemia characterizes patients suffering from CDA-IV, caused by the p.E325K variant in the DNA binding domain of KLF1. In the Klf1wt/Nan mouse, the orthologous glutamic acid residue (p.E339) is changed. Biochemically, these amino acid substitutions are very different. In CDA-IV, the glutamic acid (E) is replaced by a basic amino acid (lysine, K) while in KLF1Nan it is replaced by aspartic acid (D), an acidic amino acid. Despite these biochemically opposing properties, the erythroid phenotypes of CDA-IV patients and Klf1wt/Nan mice share many similarities. A hallmark of CDA-IV patients is that they maintain high expression levels of embryonic and fetal globins. In order to investigate whether this is also the case in Klf1wt/Nan mice, we surveyed expression of the α-like and β-like globins during development. Our main observations are summarized in the Online Supplementary Figure S1. We found that in Klf1wt/Nan embryos, switching from embryonic/fetal to adult globin genes is delayed in the endogenous Hbb and Hba loci, and in the single-copy human HBB locus trans- gene. Two mechanisms may contribute to this phenomenon. Firstly, decreased proliferation and differentiation of fetal erythroblasts delays the replacement of primitive by definitive erythroid cells. Since we isolated RNA from populations of cells, the ratio of primitive/definitive cells will have an impact on the globin levels measured. Secondly, although by E16.5 adult globins are quantitatively the dominant globins in Klf1wt/Nan embryos, the embryonic and fetal globin genes retained expression in adult spleen and bone marrow. Qualitatively, this persistent expression is another phenotypic similarity with CDA-IV patients. However, quantitatively there is a major difference. While in CDA-IV patients HbF levels of up to 37% of total hemoglobin have been reported,20 even the most highly expressed embryonic globin in adult Klf1wt/Nan mice, mz, contributes only 0.3% to the total amount of α-like globins. KLF1 activates expression of BCL11A14,40 and LRF,41 two transcriptional repressors directly involved in hemoglobin switching.42,43 RT-qPCR analysis of BCL11A and LRF expression indicates that reduced expression of these two factors contributes to the sustained expression of the embryonic/fetal genes in Klf1wt/nan erythroid cells (Online Supplementary Figure S2). We note that expression of BCL11A is also significantly reduced in Klf1wt/ko cells with little effect on expression of the embryonic/fetal genes.36 Mechanistically, this suggests that the repressor proteins are expressed well above the critical threshold level in mice, and a reduction to 40-60% of normal expression would still be sufficient for quantitative silencing of the embryonic/fetal genes.
[image: ]

Figure 6.Expression of human and mouse globins in bone marrow and spleen of adult control and Klf1wt/Nan animals. Expression of mouse and human globins was determined by reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR. Expression ratios of individual globins in Klf1wt/Nan samples were calculated relative to those observed for the control samples (Klf1wt/wt). Note logarithmic scale of the y-axis. N=3 for each group. *P<0.05; error bars indicate standard deviations.
The impaired proliferation of E12.5 fetal liver-derived Klf1wt/Nan erythroblasts was initially surprising because a lack of KLF1 increased proliferation, likely due to impaired spontaneous differentiation.9 Whereas erythropoiesis in Klf1ko/ko mice is severely affected during terminal differentiation, erythropoiesis in Klf1wt/nan mice is much less affected with respect to terminal differentiation. The presence of KLF1Nan not only results in the reduced expression of KLF1 target genes, but also induces expression of genes not normally regulated by KLF1.26,27,44 The combined effects of deregulation of canonical KLF1 target genes and ectopic gene expression likely underlie the observed lineage commitment infidelity and impaired proliferation and differentiation of Klf1wt/nan erythroblast cultures. Defective growth of erythroid progenitor cultures derived from a CDA-IV patient has been reported,45,46 indicating that impaired proliferation of erythroid progenitors is another hallmark that CDA-IV patients and Klf1wt/Nan mice have in common. In contrast, adult Klf1wt/Nan mice expressed mainly adult-type globin genes, as opposed to adult CDA-IV patients who maintain expression of embryonic and fetal globins at substantial levels.20-22,45
Importantly, the dominant effect of KLF1Nan is illustrated by comparison with Klf1wt/ko mice which do not display deregulated expression of mouse embryonic globins in E14.5 yolk sac and fetal liver and adult bone morrow36 (Online Supplementary Figure S3). We found that the effects of KLF1Nan on developmental regulation of globin expression are very consistent, but surprisingly subtle. KLF1Nan affects the dynamics of progression from primitive to definitive erythropoiesis during mouse development. Compared to control embryos, definitive erythrocytes emerge at a later stage as the dominant cell type in the circulation of Klf1wt/Nan embryos. We propose that this is at least in part due to the reduced expansion and differentiation capacity of the fetal liver progenitors, since cultured Klf1wt/Nan E12.5 fetal liver cells display growth and differentiation defects. Consistent with impaired erythroid diffe-rentiation, we observed aberrant expression of erythroid flow cytometry markers (CD71, Ter119, CD9). Furthermore, we found misexpression of myeloid markers, in particular the megakaryocyte marker CD41, indicating that Klf1wt/Nan erythroid progenitors display lineage infidelity. This is akin to the previously reported aberrantly activated megakaryocyte program in Klf1ko/ko erythroid cells.39,47
Collectively, our data support the notion that KLF1CDA and KLF1Nan present with similar but also variant-specific phenotypes. Thus, our study further highlights the need to investigate the effects of individual KLF1 variants in detail.1 The recently developed human adult erythroid progenitor cell lines HUDEP-248 and BEL-A49 could be combined with CRISPR-mediated homology-directed recombination50 to investigate the impact of individual human KLF1 variants on the molecular control of erythropoiesis, with a view to increase understanding of the broad spectrum of human red blood cell disorders caused by KLF1 variants.
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